
The work and personal style of interior designer Daun Curry of  Modern 
Declaration first caught our eye when we visited and featured the Finn Jewelry 
showroom, which can best be described as Nolita meets Marie Antoinette. At 
once romantic yet modern, Curry’s aesthetic is evident in her personal style, 
which centers around color and texture—just like her interiors. Her 
collection builds around bold sculptural pieces from the likes of Karen Karch, 
Kelly Wearstler, and Finn.

“I AM CONSTANTLY INSPIRED BY THE RARITY AND LUXURY OF 
JEWELRY. I actually find those qualities influence a lot of my creative output 
as an interior designer, from the clothing I wear to the spaces I create. I love 
to study the details. Of course, there are memories and associations 
embedded in jewelry that are incredibly personal and become more so over 
time.

I HAVE PIECES THAT ARE SENTIMENTAL TO ME, SUCH AS THOSE PASSED DOWN BY MY MOTHER AND 
GRANDMOTHER, MY WEDDING RINGS AND OTHER GIFTS FROM MY HUSBAND. I also must admit that I 
am obsessed with “The Hunt.” When I travel, I love to shop for estate jewelry. There’s something magical about 
discovering a wonderful piece, whether it’s the stone, the setting, the metal work—it feels like searching for buried 
treasure.

MY JEWELRY STYLE IS ECLECTIC. I like to mix diamonds with thrift store finds and heirlooms all in one look. I 
believe anything goes as long as you strike a balance and always edit. I like to throw on a lot of pieces, whatever is inspir-
ing me at the moment, too many things at once. As I continue on my morning routine, I edit piece by piece before I walk 
out the door.



I SUPPOSE BEING AN INTERIOR DESIGNER IMPACTS THE WAY I CHOOSE MY JEWELRY. The two go hand-in-
hand for me really. If I have an immediate connection with an object, whether it’s a piece of furniture, a beautifully crafted 
fabric, a garment, or jewelry, there are no criteria. It’s about being inspired by something.

I FELL IN LOVE WITH KAREN KARCH YEARS AGO WHEN MY HUSBAND GAVE ME ONE OF HER 
ENGAGEMENT RINGS. She has a clear design vision and is involved in the making of each piece right down to hand-
setting each stone herself. I admire that level of craft, seeing a design through and being involved every step. I also own 
quite a few pieces from Finn. I was introduced to the line when they hired me to design their NoHo showroom. Founder 
Candice Pool has a very thoughtful approach to the jewelry she designs and the craftsmanship is always impeccable. The 
subject matter of the pieces is classic and whimsical, but Candice always manages to set that off with the perfect amount of 
edge. I have a Finn ruby heart necklace that my husband gave me when our daughter was born that I never take off.

MY MOM SET UP AN EXTENSIVE AND WELL-CURATED DRESS-UP CLOSET FOR MY SISTER AND I WHEN 
WE WERE KIDS. One of the items was this incredible Brutalist brass cuff that belonged to my mom in the 1960s. I’ve 
always coveted that cuff. The patina on the brass is aged to perfection. I’ve worn the cuff quite regularly since I was child 
and it’s always been relevant, regardless of the decade. That is the beauty of well-crafted and designed objects—they never 
go out of fashion.

I AM DRAWN TO CRYSTALS AND JEWEL-LIKE ELEMENTS, ESPECIALLY IN THE LIGHT FIXTURES THAT I 
DESIGN. Decorative lighting is the jewelry of an interior. From a graphic standpoint, I have always been inspired by the 
Art Deco era, which has a lot of jewel shapes and silhouettes.” -Daun Curry


